Synthetic antiferromagnets (SAF) have been proposed to replace ferromagnets in magnetic memory devices to reduce the stray field, increase the storage density and improve the thermal stability. Here we investigate the spin-orbit torque in a perpendicularly 
compensated SAF might advance magnetic memory devices with high density, high speed and low power consumption.
I. INTRODUCTION
The magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ) stands out as a seminal spintronic material due to its high magnetoresistance and extensive applications in electronic devices, such as magnetic random access memory (MRAM) and high sensitivity sensor [1] [2] [3] [4] . Different from the reference layer composed of synthetic antiferromagnets (SAF), the free layer of MTJ is generally a single ferromagnetic layer to ensure effective switching by spin-transfer torque.
However, a pressing demand for higher storage density and smaller junction size depends on further reducing stray field and enhancing thermal stability. Antiferromagnets (AFM) with zero net magnetic moment, strong anti-interference performance and ultra-fast switching speed have a potential competitiveness in stable and faster information storage. These advantages enable AFM to develop from a traditional supporting layer in an exchange bias system to a functional material in antiferromagnet spintronics [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Nevertheless, signal writing and reading in antiferromagnetic storage layers remained difficult, except the recent observation of current-driven Né el-order spin-orbit (field-like) torque switching in CuMnAs [11] . However, such a torque switching is limited in the AFMs with a specific spin-sublattice (the known materials are only CuMnAs and Mn 2 Au) [11] [12] [13] [14] , while the antidumping torqueinduced switching was very recently observed in biaxial antiferromagnets [15] . But the compatibility of these AFMs with device integration still needs further demonstration.
SAF formed by exchange-coupled ferromagnetic bilayers combines the advantages of zero stray field and high stability from AFMs, as well as easy reading and writing characteristics from ferromagnets, making it a promising candidate for information storage [16, 17] . Utilizing SAF as free layer in MTJ has been proposed to enhance the thermal stability and reduce switching critical current [18, 19] . Recently, an emergent method for manipulating magnetization, namely spin-orbit torque (SOT), was demonstrated to switch magnetization and drive domain wall motion with higher efficiency and lower power consumption than spin transfer torque [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . Despite that SOT induced SAF switching has been extensively studied in Co/Ru/[Co/Pt] and CoFeB/Ta/CoFeB systems [29, 30] , determination of SOT efficiencies in SAF still remains elusive. Meanwhile, it is significant to enhance the exchange coupling field and reduce the uncompensated spins for an "ideal" SAF. However, these features intrinsically go against the magnetization switching and signal readout, where we confront a dilemma. Therefore we must make sure that the spin torque efficiency is enhanced in the SAF, and the magnetization switching signal could be read out by an interfacial design.
The experiments below demonstrate the SOT in Pt/[Co/Pd]/Ru/[Co/Pd] SAF structure with completely compensated magnetization and wide antiferromagnetic coupling plateau, where the critical switching current is comparable to the ferromagnetic coupled one due to the greatly enhanced torque efficiency. Because of much stronger spin-orbit coupling at bottom Pt/[Co/Pd] interface compared to its upper counterpart without Pt, the magnetization switching can be read out.
II. EXPERIMENTAL
Ta ( Torr. The sample layout is displayed in Fig.   1 (a). In the stack structure, the spin current generated by the spin Hall effect (SHE) in the heavy metal Pt would flow upward and switch the magnetization of the bottom [Co/Pd] layer.
The deposition rates for Ta, Pt, Ru and top Pd layer films were ~0.1 Å/s and the deposition rates for Co and interlayer Pd were kept ~0.05 Å/s for more precise control of the film thicknesses. Then the multilayers were patterned into Hall bar devices with channel width of 3 μm utilizing photolithography and Ar ion etching. After that, the Ti(10)/Au(100) (units in nanometers) electrodes were prepared by e-beam evaporation and lift-off process. The magnetization measurements were carried by superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID). The anomalous Hall effect (AHE) and current-induced magnetization switching were carried out by four point measurements in a Hall cross with channel width of 3 μm at room temperature. The measurement configuration is sketched in Fig. 1(b) . By rotating samples, the external magnetic field could be applied in any direction in yz plane.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We first show in Fig. 2 Fig. 2(d) ,
followed by the sample of t Ru = 9 Å in Fig. 2 (e) with negligible antiferromagnetic coupling.
H ex is summarized in Fig. 2(f) , where the peak of antiferromagnetic coupling occurs at t Ru = 7
Å with H ex up to 2100 Oe. This variation is consistent to the previous observation of periodic feature of interlayer coupling induced by a Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY) exchange interaction [16] . The observation of high antiferromagnetic coupling field indicates the present sample is immune to sizable magnetic perturbation, ensuring the data stability, and its completely compensated moments, which lead to negligible stray field, is beneficial to enhance storage density.
We then address the question whether it is possible to read and write signals in the samples with completely compensated moments. with the antiferromagnetic coupling plateau in Fig. 2 . In this scenario, two overlapping states "↑↓" and "↓↑" at the antiferromagnetic coupling plateau of the magnetization curves are successfully separated in electrical measurements, which is significant for the application in memories and sensors with a combination of data stability and writable/readable capabilities.
In general, AHE is proportional to the z-axis component of magnetization, thus it seems that this rule is in conflict with the observation of clear AHE signals. However, this is not the case for the SAF. The anomalous Hall resistivity is expressed by [31] . In addition, there might also be some minor contribution to the asymmetric AHE from uneven current distribution.
The detectable AHE curves serve as a basis for the SOT switching measurement. For this experiment, Hall resistance (R H ) was recorded during the scanning of a current (I) applied to the y-axis of the Hall cross with an external magnetic field along +y direction ( = 0°), and the R H -I data are presented in Fig. 3 (b). There are three striking features for these SOT switching curves. First, a gradual switching feature induced by current is observed for all the SOT curves [31] , which is quite characteristic for multi-domain switching [34] [35] [36] [37] . Second, the two , and 4 nm [40] respectively, the upper [Co/Pd] layer would be switched mostly due to the exchange coupling. Note that the high/low resistance state of the R H -I curve around zero-current is lower than its AHE counterpart in Fig.   3 (a), which could be ascribed to the canting of out-of-plane magnetic moments by the large assist magnetic field [31] . Third, the critical switching current density (J C ) of t Ru = 7 Å with strong antiferromagnetic coupling is less than two times of the J C of t Ru = 9 Å sample, though the exchange coupling field H ex of the former is more than 30 times of the later.
If the current density corresponding to 50% switching is set for J C and the current is assumed to be uniformly distributed in 3 μm × 11 nm cross-section, J C fluctuates just in a small scale for this series of samples, that is, samples exhibit J C = 1.5~2.5 × 10 7 A/cm 2 . This finding reveals that SOT is a comparatively effective method to write signal in SAF, which is immune to the external magnetic field. An inspection of the experiments reveals that the current-driven SOT switching only saturates when the assist in-plane magnetic field is comparatively large, i.e., 4 kOe for the t Ru = 7 Å sample and 3 kOe for the other samples in Fig. 3(b) . The t Ru = 6-8 Å samples could not show a full and deterministic SOT switching when the assisting field is lower than 1 kOe [31] . Obviously, this behavior is different from the conventional ferromagnetic systems [20] [21] [22] [24] [25] [26] [27] , whereas it is similar to the case of ferrimagnets, such as Ta/Co 1-x Tb x /Ru and Pt/Co 1-x Gd x /TaO x [41, 42] . Nevertheless, the present SAF shows the relative advantage on stability and compatibility, compared to the ferrimagnets with strong dependence of compensated point to temperature. Here we should note that SOT switching in micrometer-size sample by DC current are often aided by heating.
Heating reduces the energy barrier and lowers the threshold current. Although our switching is inevitably heat-assisted, the heating effect on exchange coupling strength should be small within our current range [29] . Furthermore, the SOT efficiency measurement below does not require large current, and it demonstrates that even not assisted by heating, SAF is still possible to be switched by a comparable current as conventional ferromagnet.
When an in-plane assist field exists, the SOT switching efficiency of SAF tells us that how much out-of-plane magnetic field is equivalent to the spin torque in terms of magnetization switching [24] . It can be quantitatively characterized by the effective magnetic field (H eff ). We record the Hall resistance when a fixed magnitude external field is rotating in yz plane. Figure 4 (a) shows representative R H - curves of the t Ru = 6 Å sample around  = 0°
and 180°. These curves were measured at H ext = 3 kOe and current I = ±3 mA. The most striking feature is the obvious opposite horizontal shift for the positive and negative current. This is because the magnetization switching is motivated by a combination of SOT effect and z-component of the external field. For details, when the current of I = 3 mA is applied, the spin current from the Pt layer is injected into the bottom [Co/Pd] layer, which acts as an effective field on the +z direction to contribute a part of H z , giving rise to the left shift, while the current of I = -3 mA does the opposite. As a result, the shift of the angle Δ as a function of applied current I at both H = ±3 kOe is presented in Fig. 4(b) . Note that Δ varies linearly with I, and changes its sign with the direction of H ext , which coincides with the characteristics of the SOT induced effective field [43, 44] . Meanwhile, the average value of Δ obtained by both the positive and negative H experiments would enhance its accuracy, which is used for the calculation of the effective field H eff as below. i.e., for H = 3 kOe, the corresponding χ are about 11, 22, 3 and 4 Oe/(10 6 A/cm 2 ) for t Ru = 6, 7, and 9 Å samples as well as a control sample with only a [Co/Pd] SF, respectively, indicating that the antiferromagnetic coupling would affect χ by a factor of six in the SAF samples. Note that deterministic SOT switching just occurs in a certain range of assisting external field: too small H ext cannot assist effective switching, while too high H ext drives the moments to cant toward in-plane. An inspection of the curves shows that χ almost get saturated when H ext is up to 1 kOe for the t Ru = 9 Å sample, in contrast to almost 3 kOe for strong coupled sample with t Ru = 6 Å, while the t Ru = 7 Å sample with the strongest antiferromagnetic coupling exhibits the maximum χ of ~22 Oe/(10 6 A/cm 2 ) at 4 kOe [31] .
To reaffirm whether the method used above for measuring H eff is reliable, the spin Hall angle is then calculated based on the obtained H eff . According to the multi-domain SOT switching mechanism, for conventional ferromagnetic structure, SOT efficiency (1) is 0.08. Only damping-like torque has contribution to this equation [24] . Considering that the spin diffusion length of Pt is SF =1.4 nm The behavior of spin-torque efficiency under different applied field can be explained as follows. Because of the strong spin-orbit coupling and the resultant Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI) at the bottom Pt/Co interface, as shown in Fig. 5(a) , the bottom layer domain wall "↑←↓" and "↓→↑" are Né el-type with left hand chirality [24] , leading to parallel movements under the spin-torque. We label domain walls by the bottom layer because its chirality is more important. Such chirality would be imprinted to the upper layer ascribed to the interlayer antiferromagnetic coupling. Under large external field, the moments of both "↑→↓" and "↓→↑" domain walls are realigned in +y direction [ Fig. 5(b) ], leading to opposite movements under the spin-torque.
Based on the SOT switching equivalent force proposed by Ref. [43] and assuming coupled domain wall motion, we get the z-direction effective field of spin-orbit torque in SAF structure approximately as [31] , To derive the H ext dependency of χ, we start with the calculation of cosФ, because in general the domain wall is a mixture of Né el and Bloch types due to the competition between various energy terms. In the collective domain wall model, for the up-to-down domain wall, the total domain wall energy [44, 45] is expressed as, 
To show the origin of the high required assist-field to achieve the deterministic SOT switching, we simplify Eq. (3) with the assumption that domain wall moments can only choose +y or -y direction, i.e., Φ, ψ, Φ' and ψ' can either be 0 or π. In the studied SAF 
field region in SAF case, caused by the counter rotation of Ф' with the π to 0 rotation of ψ' under small external field. This behavior does not appear in our experiment, possibly because some extrinsic factors such as defect pinning govern the behavior in small field region.
A significant difference between SAF and SF cases is that, the saturated efficiency in SAF case is much larger than that in SF case. The mechanism is as follows: In SF case, the saturated SOT efficiency is proportional to 1/M z , where M z is the magnetization in z direction of the SF sample under the assist field. However, as Eq. (2) increased efficiency is seen in our completely compensated SAF system. This is not identical to a ferrimagnetic system where incoming spin acts on both sub-lattices [41, 42] . This high saturated efficiency demonstrates that SAF structure is insensitive to magnetic field but is sensitive to current-induced spin torque: magnetic field acts on both upper and bottom layers and manipulate the system only through the Zeeman energy difference between the two layers, but current-induced spin torque acts on the bottom layer mainly.
It is generally considered that an interlayer exchange coupling torque would accelerate SAF domain wall motion [46] . Such analysis is suitable for rapidly moving domain wall.
However, in our case where quasi-static depinning analysis is appropriate, the contribution of exchange coupling torque on domain wall driving force vanishes due to the conservation of overall interlayer exchange energy during the rigid domain wall shift. The exchange coupling torque does not drive the domain wall itself, but accelerates the existing motion when other driving force sources like external field and spin torque are already present.
It has also been reported that the exchange coupling in compensated ferrimagnets may drastically increase the SOT effective field [42] . A useful comparison could be made with our SAF case. In the compensated ferrimagnet case, the SOT effective fields first experienced by individual sublattices were considered inversely proportional to the net compensated magnetization M S . Two effective fields on sublattices have opposite directions and constructively rotate the antiparallel magnetizations from macrospin perspective, and such rotation must be equivalent to an even larger uniform effective field, scaling faster than 1/M S .
The role of exchange coupling here is to keep moments antiparallel and rotating together. In our SAF case, however, the SOT effective field first experienced by the bottom layer is inversely proportional to the bottom layer magnetization, not the net compensated one. The overall effective field experienced by the SAF domain wall, which we measured in experiment, then scales with 1/ΔM z . The role of exchange coupling here is to keep SAF antiparallel domain wall coupled and moving as a whole. Essentially, exchange coupling plays a similar role in SAF as in compensated ferrimagnets, ensuring a larger overall SOT effective field.
Another important feature of the SOT efficiency in our SAF simples is that the saturated efficiency increases with increasing antiferromagnetic coupling. To explain this feature, we need to point out that our model assumes that domain walls are tightly coupled. This is true in strongly antiferromagnetically coupling case, but when the coupling is weaker, domain wall may separate during propagating process, and it would be easier to switch the bottom layer, which is predominant, by magnetic field. However, the difficulty for current induce switching is less dependent on antiferromagnetic coupling strength. Hence, the SOT efficiency would be reduced in weak coupling case, compared to that in strong coupling case.
As Eq. (4) Pt with some antiferromagnetic heavy metal. Therefore, in principle, a field-free switching can be achieved, which would make the SAF structure more competitive.
CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have demonstrated the spin-orbit torque in perpendicularly magnetized 
